Much of our knowledge about motion perception has been obtained by studying bars moving within apertures. When viewed within an ambiguously oriented aperture such as a circle, bars appear to move orthogonal to their orientation. We demonstrate that if the local orientation of the aperture edges is altered, a direction consistent with the edge orientation is seen. Indeed, the perceived direction can be strongly influenced by static lines separated from the edge of the moving stimulus. These results support recent suggestions that precise motion direction is likely to be determined by static orientation cues.
Introduction
A grating pattern is a common stimulus used to study human motion perception. When moving, the bars usually appear to travel on a trajectory orthogonal to their orientation. Interestingly this trajectory is perceived independent of the actual direction of motion of the bars. Motion parallel to the bars is invisible since the luminance profile is uniform in that direction and so only the motion vector orthogonal to the bars is perceived. With the exception of parallel motion, any direction of movement of the bars produces a motion vector orthogonal to the bars (Marr & Hildreth, 1980) . The question of interest here is why observers mostly see motion orthogonal to the bars when motion in a wide array of directions is equally consistent with the physical stimulus.
Most current motion models employ neural units narrowly tuned to the orientation of the grating bars (for example: Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998; Wilson, Ferrera, & Yo, 1992) . Those units can only signal motion orthogonal to their preferred spatial orientation and thus could explain the percept most observers report. While the units have some tolerance for the orientation of contours that stimulate them, that tolerance is of the order of 30°rather than the near 180°for which there is directional ambiguity (Wilson et al., 1992) . Successful methods for determining the actual direction of motion have been developed for complex patterns that would stimulate more than one detector (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998; Wilson et al., 1992) . These methods use procedures that will yield a single direction for a sinusoidal grating drifting in an aperture, and that direction of motion is orthogonal to the grating orientation. The work described below demonstrates that, instead, gratings may appear to move in a variety of directions and that the particular direction observed depends on spatial orientation cues provided by the aperture edges. Importantly, the direction selected by the visual system is often not the direction that would be signalled by the detector with the orientation preference most closely matching the orientation of the grating.
Recent evidence suggests that the pattern information associated with a moving object has important influences on its perceived direction of motion (Badcock & Cropper, 1995; Geisler, 1999; Ross, Badcock, & Hayes, 2000) . Ross et al. (2000) have shown that the orientation of dot-pairs in a display can determine the direction of perceived motion even when the dot-pairs are moving randomly, and argue that the flow direction for these stimuli is specified by pattern orientation. Geisler (1999) made a similar suggestion for motion processing in general. He noted that neural units in the early stages of the cortical visual system that integrate information for extended periods of time would effectively be responding to a smeared image. Such smearing produces streaks parallel to the motion trajectory, and neural units sensitive to spatial orientation could detect the streak orientation and thus signal the motion trajectory (but not the direction along that trajectory). An extension of this theory, which is explored within the work below, is the possibility that neural units responding to static oriented cues near to a moving object may similarly influence the perceived direction of motion.
The observation that aperture shape can alter the perceived motion direction of a grating is not new. Early last century, Wallach (1935) (translated by Wuerger, Shapley, & Rubin, 1996) reported that elongation of an aperture can cause a drifting grating pattern to appear to move parallel to the long axis of the aperture (now known as the barberpole effect). Numerous studies have explored this effect, with previous explanations assuming that motion information alone is used to determine the perceived direction (Castet, Charton, & Dufour, 1999; Duncan, Albright, & Stoner, 2000; Hildreth, 1984; Lorenceau & Shiffrar, 1992; Lorenceau, Shiffrar, Wells, & Castet, 1993; Power & Moulden, 1992; Shiffrar, Li, & Lorenceau, 1995; Shimojo, Silverman, & Nakayama, 1989; van der Smagt & Stoner, 2002) . Hildreth (1984) proposed that the perceived direction is determined by combining the local velocities across the aperture to obtain the smoothest overall solution. The aperture edges alter the nearby local velocity field (Zanker, 2002) hence the optimum solution varies as the aperture elongates. Power and Moulden (1992) instead proposed that motion detection requires the stimulation of oriented dipoles and that narrower apertures gate out all dipoles except those aligned with the aperture orientation. Lorenceau and colleagues (Lorenceau & Shiffrar, 1992; Lorenceau et al., 1993; Shiffrar et al., 1995) have alternatively suggested that the visual system detects the motion of line endings (line terminators) separately from the main body of the periodic pattern and that the perceived direction of motion is a combination of these two motion contributions. A similar interpretation has been proposed by Zanker (2002) .
As previous studies show, changes to information at the edge of an aperture can strongly influence the perceived direction of motion. However, these accounts all assume that it is motion information at the edge of the aperture, in combination with motion from the centre of the grating, that determines perceived motion direction. None of these attempts to explain the effect of aperture shape on motion perception entertains the possibility raised by the studies of Ross et al. (2000) and Geisler (1999) that it is the oriented pattern information provided by the edges that determines the perceived direction. Some support for this possibility is provided by the study of Kooi (1993) who showed that the barberpole effect may be eliminated by creating indented edges aligned with the grating orientation. Under these circumstances the edge information and the grating orientation coincide and motion orthogonal to the grating is perceived. Line terminator direction is also altered in these circumstances. These possible effects of aperture orientation are not predicted by currently popular motion energy models (Beutter, Mulligan, & Stone, 1996) and thus merit further investigation. Here we present experiments arguing that it is the form information at the edge of the aperture--and not line terminator motion--that is crucial for perceived direction of motion.
Methods
Five experienced psychophysical observers with normal or corrected to normal vision participated in the study (aged 23 to 44). Subjects AMM and AMW participated in all of the experiments, while subjects SK, JM and JAD participated in several experiments depending on availability. The project was approved by the University of Western Australia Human Research Ethics Committee (#0041).
Apparatus
Stimuli were generated using a custom designed Matlab (version 6.1) program running on a Pentium III, 933 MHz computer which housed a VSG 2/5 video card (Cambridge Research Systems, Kent, UK). The images were displayed on a Hitachi 4721 colour monitor (frame rate 120 Hz, mean luminance 38 cd/m 2 CIE1931 x: 0.263, y: 0.347, stimulus display area 39 · 28.5 cm, spatial resolution 800 · 600 pixels) that had been gamma-corrected using an Optical with a UDT265 head (Cambridge Research Systems). Subjects viewed the screen binocularly from a distance of 75 cm with their heads placed on a chin and forehead rest. Subjects were instructed to fixate a small black central fixation marker. Subjects responded to each trial using a computer mouse.
Procedure
In all experiments a sinusoidal grating moved within an aperture. After a brief presentation observers were required to use a mouse to indicate the point on the edge of a circle (diameter 15°) that represented the target trajectory of the moving grating. An interleaved Method of Constant Stimuli (MOCS) paradigm was used, with each stimulus condition being displayed for 50 trials. Kooi (1993) has previously demonstrated that the barberpole effect may be eliminated by creating indented edges aligned with the grating orientation. The purpose of Experiment 1 was to more generally explore this effect by utilising a series of elongated apertures with indented edges that were aligned within ±45°of the grating orientation.
Experiment 1: Indented barberpole

Stimuli
The indented vertical barberpole is shown in Fig. 1a . The vertically elongated apertures had a horizontal to vertical aperture ratio of 1:4 (3°by 12°). To construct the indentations, one of the sides of the indentation was oriented parallel to the grating so that no grating edges moved along this contour (represented by b in Fig. 1a , which was always equal to 45°). The angle of the other side of the indentation was varied between 90°and 180°, and this indentation was always 1.15°in length (represented by d in Fig. 1a ). This indentation length is substantially greater than the minimum indentation length of 0.25 of a grating cycle described by Kooi (1993) to influence perceived direction of barberpole stimuli. The angles were measured from the horizontal hence 90°is vertical (resulting in no indentations) and 180°is horizontal (represented by a in Fig. 1a ) This convention for angle measurement is maintained throughout the experiments. A 1 c/°, 75% contrast sinusoidal grating was oriented at 45°and drifted at 2°/s, orthogonal to its orientation. The mean luminance of the 75% contrast grating was identical to that of the background. Each stimulus presentation was 1 s in duration.
Results and discussion
Fig . 1 shows the perceived direction of drift of the grating as a function of the orientation of the indentations for three observers. Only observer AMM performed the 180°condition. For all three observers, the presence of the indentations resulted in the grating appearing to move in a direction other than its physical displacement (135°). Subjects were instructed to observe a central fixation marker, and reported that the stimuli appeared to move in a single coherent motion across the aperture. Consistent with this verbal report is the observation that none of the data distributions were bimodal. For observers AMM and SK, the grating appeared to move in the direction indicated by the indentation angle (dotted line). The line of best fit of the data for subject AMW is somewhat shallower than that of the other two observers. AMW is less affected by edge angle at 90°, which is the normal barberpole condition. However there is still a substantial effect of indentation on perceived direction for this observer. Subject AMW shows a similar trend for elongated apertures used in later experiments. The variability in responses cannot be explained by differences in stimulus percept at the edges compared with the centre of the stimulus identified due to eye movements.
The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that a drifting grating can be made to appear to move in a wide variety of directions simply by changing the local orientation of the edges of the aperture within which it is presented. Whilst the importance of the aperture has been discussed in terms of how the truncated motion signals may vary with elongation of the aperture (Power & Moulden, 1992) , the significance of local orientation information in the aperture has been largely overlooked. Indeed most current methods for determining direction of motion would not be greatly influenced by this aspect of the stimulus but would signal a direction approximately orthogonal to the orientation of the drifting grating (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Beutter et al., 1996; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998; Wilson et al., 1992) . It is also the case that the direction of motion of line terminators varies with indentation angle and therefore models that incorporate such a component could possibly explain the effect (Lorenceau & Shiffrar, 1992; Lorenceau et al., 1993; Zanker, 2002) . This issue is addressed in Experiment 5.
Experiment 2: Indented circular aperture
Power and Moulden (1992) implied that aperture elongation causes observers to more regularly report the direction of motion to be aligned with the long axis of the aperture. To determine whether the elongated aperture substantially influences the perceived direction reported by our observers for the indented barberpole stimulus of Experiment 1, we repeated the above experiment using an approximately circular aperture with similar variable local indentation angles using the same observers.
Stimuli
The ''barbercircle'' aperture ( Fig. 2a) was created by adding two-segment indentations to a 7.5°diameter circle so that one edge of the indentations matched the orientation of the grating while the orientation of the other edge was varied across conditions (a in Fig. 2a) .
The edge length of the segment aligned with the grating was set at 1°(represented by d in Fig. 2a ) and the length of the second segment of each indentation was varied to allow the segment to return to the perimeter of the initial circle. This strategy produced a small variation in the aspect ratio of the apertures with the most asymmetric barbercircle having the vertical diameter 115% that of the horizontal. In a control experiment using four observers, we measured the shift in perceived direction due to an aspect ratio of 1.15:1 in a rectangular aperture. Individual results for the four observers were a mean shift in perceived direction of 1°, 4°, 7.5°and 18°. The grating parameters were the same as for Experiment 1, and the stimuli were presented for 1 s.
Results and discussion
The results are presented in Fig. 2 . Generally, the perceived direction of motion was consistent with the orientation information at the edges (indicated by the dotted line). The results are similar to those obtained with the elongated aperture in Experiment 1 and thus show that the edge angle and not elongation is the more critical variable in determining perceived direction. For subject AMW, the effect of indentation orientation is greater for the barbercircle than for the elongated aperture but she was least affected by the conventional barberpole stimulus (90°) in Experiment 1 and thus does not provide support for an elongation effect. There is very small variation in aspect ratio of the stimuli in this experiment but these effects are much larger than could be explained by this minor variation in aspect ratio caused by the indenting procedure.
Experiment 3: Balancing the local edge cues
An implication of the findings of the first two experiments is that the previously reported effect of aperture elongation might be eliminated if the edge orientations were balanced, even within an elongated aperture. To explore this possibility small semicircular edge regions were placed on an elongated aperture to ensure that all orientations were present in equal amounts on the elongated edges (Fig. 3a) . If edge orientation is more critical than aperture elongation then observers should perceive motion orthogonal to the grating orientation.
Stimuli
The semicircle edged stimulus is illustrated in Fig. 3a . Eight semicircles (diameter ¼ 1.75°) were present on each side of the vertical aperture. The aspect ratio of the aperture was 1:4 (3°by 12°). The grating parameters and stimulus duration were the same as for the previous two experiments, with the exception that the grating orientation was varied to vary its direction of motion (which was always perpendicular to grating orientation).
Results and discussion
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 3 , where the perceived direction of drift is now plotted against the motion direction of the grating. The dotted lines indicate the orientation orthogonal to the grating, while the solid line is a regression line fitted to the data. The data fall on a line indicating that perceived direction was always orthogonal to the grating orientation under these conditions. The number and speed of line endings at the horizontal border will also vary with orientation of the grating, which may be predicted to vary the relative contribution of this horizontal border to perceived direction. Nevertheless, this manipulation of the stimulus edges eliminated the traditional barberpole effect even though the aperture was significantly elongated.
Experiment 4:
The duration dependence of the local indentation influence Lorenceau et al. (1993) suggest that the perceived motion of barberpole type stimuli results from a combination of the responses of two types of detectors (grating detectors and line ending detectors) each with different response time course. The grating detectors would first respond with orthogonal motion and later the direction of line ending motion would alter perceived direction. Thus perceived direction should vary with stimulus duration. Since terminator motion and edge orientation are the same in the previous experiments, it is now necessary to see which of these cues provides the more effective explanation. To explore this, we repeated the first experiment with variable presentation intervals from 33 to 200 ms. Four naive undergraduate students (aged 20-33) who were unaware of the purpose of the experiment were recruited.
Stimulus
The stimulus was the same as for Experiment 1 except that the drift rate was increased to 12°/s to maintain a detectable motion signal for the shortest stimulus duration (33 ms, which results in a 144°shift in the four frame period). The aspect ratio of the aperture was again 1:4 (3°by 12°). The orientation of the grating was 45°, as for previous experiments, and was drifted orthogonal to its orientation. Data were collected for both directions of drift (up and to the left (135°), down and to the right (315°)). All combinations of aperture edge orientation and drift direction were randomly interleaved within a single run for each stimulus duration.
Results and discussion
The observerÕs responses are plotted in Fig. 4 as group means (±standard deviation). The subpanels (a-g) in the figures show the responses obtained plotted against exposure duration for a single indentation angle. It is apparent that perceived direction does vary with indentation angle and the sign of motion of the grating but there is no additional effect of duration. Fig. 4h plots the mean perceived direction versus the indentation angle for the shortest and longest test durations. These were not statistically significantly different (paired t-test, t ¼ 1:16; df ¼ 6; p ¼ 0:29). Thus, for the indented barberpole stimulus, there is no support for the notion that information regarding the direction of movement of line terminators is gradually becoming available and changing the motion percept. Instead the effect is immediate. The effect of indentation on perceived direction at the very shortest duration (33 ms) also indicates that the outcome is not dependent on eye movements.
Experiment 5: Is the effect due to static form cues or line terminator motion?
While there is no evidence in the previous experiment that line terminator motion is processed slowly under our conditions, a question that remains is whether the salient cue is the orientation of the edge or alternately the direction of the line ending motion (as suggested by Hildreth, 1984 and Lorenceau et al., 1993) . In a final experiment aiming to explore the effect of form cues that are not linked to the motion of line endings, highly salient local pattern cues were provided that had a different orientation to the direction of motion of the line endings. As the grating was presented in a straight edged vertically elongated aperture, the line endings move along the aperture edges. Short lines were added outside the aperture, oriented orthogonal to the grating orien- tation. If the motion of line endings determines the perceived direction of the grating then vertical motion should be reported. If local pattern orientation can determine motion direction then the added line elements should bias the perceived motion toward a direction orthogonal to the grating orientation.
2.7.1. Stimulus Fig. 5a illustrates the barberpole stimulus with added non-moving spatial form cues. Short (17 arcmin) and thin (2.1 arcmin) 90% contrast white lines oriented parallel to the true direction of drift of the grating (135°) were positioned either abutting the aperture, or with a small gap (6.3 arcmin) from the edges of the aperture. The vertical aperture without additional lines was also interleaved within the experimental run. The grating parameters were the same as for Experiment 1 except that a spatial frequency of 2 c/°was used. Pilot observations of the stimulus revealed that the influence of 17 arcmin static lines on the perceived direction of the grating appeared stronger for a 2 c/°rather than 1 c/°g rating such as that used in the previous experiments, hence the choice of grating for this experiment. We expect that the effect may be dependent on the length of the line relative to the spatial frequency of the grating, similar to the importance of indentation edge length identified by Kooi (1993) but exploring this issue falls outside the scope of the current study. Each stimulus was displayed for 1 s. Fig. 5 shows that the perceived direction is displaced towards 135°(orthogonal to grating orientation) both when short lines are placed abutting and also nonabutting but very near to the aperture. While the individual observations of direction are somewhat variable, the short line segments have a profound effect on the mean perceived direction of motion of the grating. All observers noted that the motion appeared coherent across the display (subjects were instructed to fixate a central marker). Consistent with this observation, the only distribution of results to depart significantly from a normal distribution was the gap condition for observer AMM which although significantly non-Gaussian was not bimodal (Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test: K-S distance ¼ 1.6, p < 0:05). These results suggest that, in our previous experiments, it may not be the direction of motion of line endings that determines the perceived direction but rather the spatial orientation cues at the edge.
Results and discussion
Experiment 6: The impact of the orientation of the added lines
The theory underlying the suggestion that spatial streaks determine the perceived direction of motion implies that varying the orientation of the line segments surrounding the aperture should influence perceived direction. This effect may be weaker than that produced by indenting the apertures because both aperture edges and the additional line cues will provide spatial information. Experiment 6 examined the effect of varying the orientation of the additional lines attached to the aperture edges.
Method
All details are the same as for the ''small gap'' condition of Experiment 5, except that the short lines could be either 120°, 135°or 150°in orientation. In addition to two of the authors (AMM and AMW) a trained psychophysical observer who was naive to the purpose of the experiment participated (JAD). added lines. In addition the filled circles plot the mean (±standard error) for each condition. Clearly there is variability in response, but without the additional lines the dominant response would be 90°, in agreement with the direction of aperture elongation. With the lines, the responses are nearer to 135°, the direction orthogonal to the grating orientation. However, even in this context where aperture edge and additional line cues disagree the perceived direction is altered by line orientation. As the shape of AMWÕs data is a little different from that of the other two observers, the performance of the three subjects was analysed separately. For all three subjects there was a statistically significant difference in the mean perceived direction for the different line orientations (AMW, one-way ANOVA F ¼ 10:7; df ¼ 2; p < 0:001; AMM, one-way ANOVA on ranks, H ¼ 39:2; df ¼ 2; p < 0:001; JAD, one-way ANOVA on ranks, H ¼ 89:8; df ¼ 2; p < 0:001). A DunnÕs pairwise comparison revealed all the line orientations (30, 45, 60) to differ from each other (p < 0:05). This statistically significant difference in perceived direction due to line orientation is inconsistent with the view that perceived direction is based on line terminator motion.
Results and discussion
If the alteration in perceived direction resulting from the presence of the static lines is related to that due to indenting the aperture, it should be expected that the mean perceived direction for the two stimulus types should be similar. The mean perceived direction from Experiment 1 is shown in Fig. 6b and c as the filled triangles, for the two subjects who participated in both the experiments. The mean perceived direction for both stimulus types is indeed comparable.
Discussion
Although the direction of motion of a truncated grating is inherently ambiguous, the visual system mostly signals a single motion direction. Most current models for determining direction of motion would predict the selected direction to be the direction orthogonal to the grating (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998; Wilson et al., 1992) . The experiments shown here suggest that the visual system selects the direction of motion from the near 180°range of possibilities by using spatial pattern information from the aperture shape, even when it is markedly different from the direction orthogonal to the grating. The magnitude of this effect is surprising although the influence of elongated apertures on perceived grating direction has been long known (Wallach, 1935; Wuerger et al., 1996) . We show that aperture elongation is not required to produce the change in perceived direction of motion: locally oriented edges will suffice. The perceived direction follows edge orientation so closely that it is possible, that for these ambiguous stimuli, the only input from movement itself may be to indicate the direction along the motion trajectory. The final experiment shows that this effect cannot be readily attributed to the motion of line endings but rather the perceived direction seems to depend on local spatial orientation cues.
To explain the perceived direction of barberpole type stimuli, Lorenceau and colleagues proposed a model involving two sets of detectors with differing response times. Their model predicts that when the two detector types indicate different directions, a variation in the perceived direction of motion over time periods of up to 500 ms should occur (Lorenceau et al., 1993) . Our results are not consistent with such a model. Perceived direction was the same as the edge orientation rather than being a compromise between that angle and the direction orthogonal to the grating (see Fig. 2 ). Furthermore, the perceived direction did not vary with stimulus duration (see Fig. 4 ). The current study differed in using gratings, rather than line stimuli, and in measuring perceived direction rather than the number of correct identifications of direction when a tilted line was moved either up or down. The current data for edge angles near horizontal were re-analysed using the scoring method of Lorenceau et al. (1993) but there was no evidence that the number of correct up/down identifications varied with duration. However, Lorenceau et al. (1993) report their findings to be strongly dependent on contrast, with the largest effects at low contrasts. As we used 75% gratings rather than low-contrast lines within the aperture, the difference between the results of the studies may be stimulus dependent.
The results of the current experiments suggest that motion direction is disambiguated by form information provided by edge orientation and that the influence of such spatial cues is immediate. Current popular models of human motion processing do not explicitly account for aperture shape, although some do allow for integration across multiple apertures where the end points of lines are represented within some of the apertures (Loffler & Orbach, in Press) and there is recent evidence suggesting that form information can influence the way motion information is integrated across apertures (Lorenceau & Alais, 2001 ). Weiss, Simoncelli, and Adelson (2002) recently described a Bayesian model of motion processing that adequately accounts for many apparently idiosyncratic motion illusions. While it is possible that such a model may explain the classic barberpole illusion (we have not tested this possibility directly), the predictions of such a model should be the same for both a classic barberpole and one surrounded by non-abutting static oriented lines (as used in Experiment 6). Perceptually, these stimuli differ markedly. A possibly effective model would be similar to GeislerÕs (1999) in that a unit tuned to a particular spatial orientation could be combined with a unit that prefers motion in one direction along the same axis. While GeislerÕs model gathers the orientation cue from a motion streak caused by temporal smear of a rapidly moving object, it may be possible that a static orientation cue such as those used in our experiments can be substituted. Ross et al. (2000) show that the match between the preferred spatial orientation and the preferred motion axis need only be approximate. Our current data reinforce this view and suggest that form information most precisely specifies the perceived direction. Furthermore the final experiment shows that the form and motion information do not need to be extracted from identical regions, some spatial mismatch is tolerated by the visual system. Pack and Born (2001) found cells in macaque MT whose directional tuning varied over time. They argued that this result could be the neurophysiological substrate for the differences in perceived direction with different stimulus latencies observed in psychophysical experiments in humans. However, this change in perceived direction of motion over time may not be solely derived from two motion inputs. It is possible that this delay in processing reflects the combination of motion and form information. Albright (1984) recorded from cells in macaque MT and found that 29% were tuned for orientation that was parallel to their preferred direction of motion (type II cells). These type II cells had similar orientation bandwidths to cells that were tuned to an orientation perpendicular to their preferred direction of motion, but type II cells were slightly more directionally selective for moving stimuli. Albright (1984) suggested that type II cells could provide the only stationary orientation information that would be useful to a Ôpattern-motionÕ detector in MT. These type II cells could also conceivably be representing what Geisler refers to as a motion ÔstreakÕ.
The visual system may have adopted such a system because of the extended integration period of cortical cells, which results in cells collecting information while a moving object traverses a considerable distance. As Geisler (1999) noted, temporal smearing means that features will create spatially oriented streaks aligned with the axis of motion. Moving objects will normally create oriented streaks that could be used to specify the direction of movement, unless they, like sinusoidal gratings, obliterate their trail as they move. Streaks may subsequently be rendered invisible to pattern vision by motion deblurring but this does not preclude their use in motion analysis (Burr & Morgan, 1997) . Such streaks would be created behind the moving object. Thus the visual system needs to be able to combine a current motion signal with a streak in a slightly different spatial location. Experiments 5 and 6 show that the required tolerance for the spatial separation of these signals is exhibited by observers.
It is also of considerable interest that even when the small lines were displaced from the aperture and thus the grating terminators were readily detectable, the small lines had a greater influence on the perceived direction of motion. No attempt was made in the current experiments to determine the relative salience of these two cues. Additional research is being conducted to examine salience. The central point for the current study is that local spatial orientation cues influence the perceived direction of motion, even when those cues are not themselves moving. Therefore, an adequate understanding of motion perception cannot be achieved without also considering the role of form information. Form information can give coherent structure to random global motion (Ross et al., 2000) and can be used to select amongst the equally plausible direction alternatives signalled by the stimuli usually employed to study motion perception, as shown in the current study.
